PDW 19809 – HUMAN AI COLLABORATION: FAD, FRINGE, AND INNOVATING FOR THE FUTURE

TIME: AUGUST 11 SUNDAY, 8:00AM - 11:00AM
LOCATION: SHERATON IN SHERATON BALLROOM V

SPEAKERS

Léonard Boussiax
UW & MIT

Nan Jia
USC

Hyunjin Kim
INSEAD

Dokyun (DK) Lee
BU

Miaomiao Zhang
Harvard

Jackie Lane
Harvard

Hatim Rahman
Northwestern

Natalia Levina
NYU

Maytal Saar-Tsechansky
UT Austin

Brian Uzzi
Northwestern

ORGANIZERS

Fabrizio Dell’Acqua
Harvard

Jackie Lane
Harvard

Hatim Rahman
Northwestern

Miaomiao Zhang
Harvard

First part is open to all but the round table requires pre-registration. Please scan and submit your application by July 12, 2024.
Scan the QR code or register through this link: bit.ly/3wIsx6Q